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Runes are an ancient Scandinavian esoteric alphabet, whose roots are lost in the mists of antiquity.

Explore the rainbow runes, where symbols merge with the stone material to further empower the

rune meaning and force. Includes 25 runes: White Jade, Hematite, Watermelon Crystal, Green

Aventurine, Cherry Quartz, and instructions.
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Lo Scarabeo's Tarot decks have been acclaimed all over the world for originality and quality.

WithÂ the best Italian and international artists, each Lo Scarabeo deck is an exceptional artistic

value. Commited to developing innovative new decks while preserving the rich tradition of Tarot, Lo

Scarabeo continues to be a favorite among collectors and readers. Llewellyn is the exclusive

distributor of Lo Scarabeo products in North America.

I purchased my rainbow rune set from a local store and, upon opening the bag, I did discover that

the set did not have what is labeled as "watermelon crystal", according to this site's product

description. I write this review to aid others and to inform them of the stones that are actually in this

set.While I do love this set - it has a joyful, happy feel to it - my disappointment comes from it not

being as diversified as it could be. Lo Scarebeo already manufactures green aventurine and

hematite runes. To include them in this set is a bit redundant and detracts from the diversity from

the rest of the set, which includes white jade, cherry quartz, and yellow/honey calcite.And to label

one of the stones in the mix as "watermelon crystal" is quite misleading. For starters, watermelon



crystal does not exist. Watermelon tourmaline does but not watermelon crystal. Watermelon

tourmaline is also quite expensive and would raise the cost of this rune set considerably.

Watermelon tourmaline is also very brittle and would not survive being cast and "shuffled" in a bag

with a heavy stone such as hematite. And watermelon tourmaline has different properties compared

to the yellow/honey calcite.Still, I would recommend this rune set to people who want to buy one but

aren't sure of where to start. This set does include hematite, which is good for grounding. Green

Aventurine is good for growth, renewal and creativity. The other three stones, well, I do need to

explore them and their energy applications mixed with the rune energy.Overall, as I said, it is a

happy set and does promote within one a sense of joy and harmony. It's simply lacks a better

variety of stones and crystals and has one part of the set mislabeled as something it isn't.

I just got these today, and I'm really impressed. All of the stones are carved flat, and will be great for

throwing. The only thing I'm curious about is the product description. It says that there is watermelon

crystal included, but instead, my set came with a tan colored stone that I have yet to identify. Still a

great set though. I would buy them again for a gift.
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